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THE ACADEMY EXHIBITION OF 1884. 
MEMORANDA. 

N. A.?National Academician ; A. N. A.?Associate of the National 

Academy. 
For information in regard to Works for Sale, inquire of Mr. Ed 

ward Brown at the desk in the South Gallery. 
All payments must be made before the close of the Exhibition to the 

order of Alfred Jones, Treasurer. No picture will be delivered until 

paid for. 

Academy Sales take precedence of any made by the Artist or Owner. 

All Pictures sold by the Academy are fully insured when paid for. 

The prices in the Catalogue include payment for the frames. 

No picture can be removed from the gallery before the close of the 

Exhibition. 

Works marked with a * are declared by their authors eligible under all 

the requirements to compete for the Clarke and Hallgarten prizes. 
A meeting of the Exhibitors at the Fifty-ninth Annual Exhibition, to 

award the Hallgarten and Clarke prizes, will be held in the Lecture Room 

of the Academy at 2 o'clock on the afternoon of Wednesday, April 23d. 
All of the Exhibitors are invited to attend this meeting without further 

notice. 

The page references which occur in the Catalogue, are to notes and 

illustrations in the first part of the book. 

THE EXHIBITION. 

The present Academy Exhibition contains seven hundred and nine 

works, the average merit of which is of a higher order than is usually 
found in such exhibitions. One should naturally expect each Exhibition 

to be better than its predecessor, because the artistic knowledge and capa 

bility of our artists is constantly increasing, and the number of educated 

artists in the country is being augmented constantly by the return from the 

best schools and masters of Europe of young Americans, who intend to 

make art their profession. 
The work of the younger men in the present Exhibition will encourage 

greatly those whose faith in the future of American art has been unwaver 

ing in the past. 
The present Exhibition shows many signs of advancement, one of the 

greatest of which is a more general disposition among the artists to paint 

something, instead of merely to paint. Another pleasant feature that it 

shows is the fact that American subjects are becoming more popular with 

our artists. 
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